
Estimating a VAR 

The vector autoregressive model (VAR) is actually simpler to estimate than the VEC model.  It is used 

when there is no cointegration among the variables and it is estimated using time series that have been 

transformed to their stationary values. 

In the example from your book, we have macroeconomic data log of real personal disposable income 

(denoted as Y) and log of real personal consumption expenditure (denoted as C) for the U.S. economy 

over the period 1960:1 to 2009:4 that are found in the fred.dta dataset.  As in the previous example, the 

first step is to determine whether the variables are stationary.  If they are not, then difference them, 

checking to make sure that the differences are stationary (i.e., the levels are integrated). Next, test for 

cointegration. If they are cointegrated, estimate the VEC model. If not, use the differences and lagged 

differences to estimate a VAR. model. 

Load the data. In this exercise we’ll be using the fred.gdt data.  

 

open fred 

 

The data are quarterly and begin in 1960q1 and extend to 2009q4.  

 

The first step is to plot the series in order to identify whether constants or trends should be included in the 

tests of nonstationarity. Both the levels and differences are plotted. 

 

gnuplot c y --with-lines=c --time-series --output=display 

 



 

 

gnuplot diff(c) diff(y) --with-lines=d_c --time-series --output=display 

 

The levels series appear to be trending together. The differences show no obvious trend, but the mean of 

the series appears to be greater than zero, suggesting that a constant be included in the ADF regressions.  

 
 

The other decision that needs to be made is the number of lagged differences to include in the augmented 

Dickey-Fuller regressions. The principle to follow is to include just enough so that the residuals of the 

ADF regression are not autocorrelated. So, start out with a basic regression that contains no lags, estimate 

the DF regression, then use the LM test discussed earlier to determine whether the residuals are 

autocorrelated. Add enough lags to eliminate the autocorrelation among residuals. If this strategy is 

pursued in GRETL, then the ADF regressions will have to be explicitly estimated.  

The regressions for the ADF tests are 

 

adf 4 c y --test-down 

adf 4 c y --test-down --difference 

 

The test results for the last two regressions appear below.  

 

Augmented Dickey-Fuller test for d_c 

including 2 lags of (1-L)d_c (max was 4) 

sample size 196 

unit-root null hypothesis: a = 1 

 



   test with constant  

   model: (1-L)y = b0 + (a-1)*y(-1) + ... + e 

   1st-order autocorrelation coeff. for e: 0.005 

   lagged differences: F(2, 192) = 8.024 [0.0005] 

   estimated value of (a - 1): -0.453798 

   test statistic: tau_c(1) = -5.04523 

   asymptotic p-value 1.648e-005 

 

   with constant and trend  

   model: (1-L)y = b0 + b1*t + (a-1)*y(-1) + ... + e 

   1st-order autocorrelation coeff. for e: 0.004 

   lagged differences: F(2, 191) = 6.794 [0.0014] 

   estimated value of (a - 1): -0.496247 

   test statistic: tau_ct(1) = -5.36439 

   asymptotic p-value 3.278e-005 

 

 

Augmented Dickey-Fuller test for d_y 

including 4 lags of (1-L)d_y (max was 4) 

sample size 194 

unit-root null hypothesis: a = 1 

 

   test with constant  

   model: (1-L)y = b0 + (a-1)*y(-1) + ... + e 

   1st-order autocorrelation coeff. for e: 0.006 

   lagged differences: F(4, 188) = 1.893 [0.1134] 

   estimated value of (a - 1): -0.934553 

   test statistic: tau_c(1) = -6.12144 

   asymptotic p-value 6.08e-008 

 

   with constant and trend  

   model: (1-L)y = b0 + b1*t + (a-1)*y(-1) + ... + e 

   1st-order autocorrelation coeff. for e: 0.006 

   lagged differences: F(4, 187) = 1.666 [0.1596] 

   estimated value of (a - 1): -1.11871 

   test statistic: tau_ct(1) = -6.88956 

   asymptotic p-value 5.16e-009 

  

The differences are clearly stationary. It might be worth checking to see if the residuals are correlated.  

This requires manually running the regressions.  I’ll use the regressions that contain only a constant (no 

trend). 

 

First, here are the autocorrelation tests after the ADF(2) for the difference version of c. 

 

ols d_c(0 to -2) const c(-1) 

modtest 1 --autocorr 

 

which yields: 



 

Test statistic: LMF = 5.463916, 

with p-value = P(F(1,192) > 5.46392) = 0.0204 

 

Alternative statistic: TR^2 = 5.451079, 

with p-value = P(Chi-square(1) > 5.45108) = 0.0196 

 

It is clear that the residuals of the ADF(2) are autocorrelated.  Repeating this for the ADF(3) and those of 

the ADF(3) . 
 

ols d_c(0 to -3) const c(-1) 

modtest 1 --autocorr 

 

produces 

 

Test statistic: LMF = 0.054757, 

with p-value = P(F(1,190) > 0.0547568) = 0.815 

 

Alternative statistic: TR^2 = 0.056470, 

with p-value = P(Chi-square(1) > 0.0564697) = 0.812 

 

showing that they are not correlated at any reasonable level of significance.  
 

Repeating this for the y series shows that the ADF(4) selected via testing down produces residuals that are 

uncorrelated 

 

Recall that the cointegrating relationship can be estimated using least squares.  
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The residuals from this regression are obtained and their changes are regressed on the lagged value 
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The GRETL code for this procedure is:  

 

coint 1 c y 

 

Note that an intercept term has been included here to capture the component of (log) consumption that is 

independent of disposable income. The 5% critical value of the test for stationarity in the cointegrating 

residuals is 3.37. Since the unit root t-value of  2.873 is greater than 3.37, it indicates that the errors 

are not stationary, and hence that the relationship between C (i.e., ln(RPCE)) and Y (i.e., ln(RPDI)) is 

spurious—that is, we have no cointegration. In this case, estimate the coefficients of the model using a 

VAR in differences.  
 

Augmented Dickey-Fuller test for uhat 

including one lag of (1-L)uhat 

sample size 198 

unit-root null hypothesis: a = 1 



 

   model: (1-L)y = (a-1)*y(-1) + ... + e 

   1st-order autocorrelation coeff. for e: 0.028 

   estimated value of (a - 1): -0.0876476 

   test statistic: tau_c(2) = -2.8729 

   asymptotic p-value 0.1436 

 

The VAR is simple to estimate in GRETL. The easiest route is to use the var command. var fits a 

basic vector autoregressive (VAR) model and graphs the impulse-response functions (IRFs) or the 

forecast-error variance decompositions (FEVDs).  

The basic structure of the VAR is found in the equations below: 
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The variables xt and yt are nonstationary, but the differences are stationary. Each difference is a linear 

function of it own lagged differences and of lagged differences of each of the other variables in the 

system. The equations are linear and least squares can be used to estimate the parameters. The var 

command simplifies this. You need to specify the variables in the system (yt and xt) and the number of 

lags to include on the right-hand-side of the model. In our example, only 1 lag is included and the syntax 

to estimate the VAR is: 

 

var 4 diff(c) diff(y) --lagselect 

 

The syntax var 4 with the --lagselect switch tells GRETL to include 4 lags from the first number 

to the last, which in this case is lag 1 to lag 4 and to compute model selection criteria for each model. A 

table is reported where you can choose the model.  Then, reestimate the model using the desired number 

of lags and request the IRFs and FEVDs.  
 

VAR system, maximum lag order 4 

 

The asterisks below indicate the best (that is, minimized) values 

of the respective information criteria, AIC = Akaike criterion, 

BIC = Schwarz Bayesian criterion and HQC = Hannan-Quinn criterion. 

 

lags        loglik    p(LR)       AIC          BIC          HQC 

 

   1    1379.08895           -14.082964   -13.982256*  -14.042188* 

   2    1383.92170  0.04646  -14.091505   -13.923658   -14.023546  

   3    1388.24065  0.07082  -14.094776*  -13.859791   -13.999633  

   4    1391.59809  0.15175  -14.088186   -13.786062   -13.965859 

 

Now, estimate the VAR(1) 

var 1 diff(c) diff(y) --impulse-responses --variance-decomp --nc 

 

Here is the output from the var command:  

 

VAR system, lag order 1 



OLS estimates, observations 1960:3-2009:4 (T = 198) 

Log-likelihood = 1373.918 

Determinant of covariance matrix = 3.2205493e-009 

AIC = -13.8376 

BIC = -13.7711 

HQC = -13.8107 

Portmanteau test: LB(48) = 314.111, df = 188 [0.0000] 

 

Equation 1: d_c 

 

             coefficient   std. error   t-ratio    p-value  

  --------------------------------------------------------- 

  d_c_1       0.501464     0.0696582     7.199    1.26e-011 *** 

  d_y_1       0.256357     0.0620427     4.132    5.33e-05  *** 

 

Mean dependent var   0.008308   S.D. dependent var   0.006976 

Sum squared resid    0.010531   S.E. of regression   0.007330 

R-squared            0.547136   Adjusted R-squared   0.544826 

F(2, 196)            118.4007   P-value(F)           1.93e-34 

rho                 âˆ’0.256728   Durbin-Watson        2.499340 

 

F-tests of zero restrictions: 

 

All lags of d_c             F(1, 196) =   51.825 [0.0000] 

All lags of d_y             F(1, 196) =   17.073 [0.0001] 

 

Equation 2: d_y 

 

             coefficient   std. error   t-ratio    p-value  

  --------------------------------------------------------- 

  d_c_1       0.802399     0.0886104     9.055    1.38e-016 *** 

  d_y_1      âˆ’0.0948051    0.0789229    âˆ’1.201    0.2311    

 

Mean dependent var   0.008219   S.D. dependent var   0.009038 

Sum squared resid    0.017041   S.E. of regression   0.009324 

R-squared            0.421737   Adjusted R-squared   0.418786 

F(2, 196)            71.47298   P-value(F)           4.88e-24 

rho                 âˆ’0.103666   Durbin-Watson        2.201742 

 

F-tests of zero restrictions: 

 

All lags of d_c             F(1, 196) =   82.000 [0.0000] 

All lags of d_y             F(1, 196) =   1.4430 [0.2311] 

 

Responses to a one-standard error shock in d_c 

 

period          d_c          d_y 

 

   1      0.0072928    0.0050508  



   2      0.0049519    0.0053729  

   3      0.0038606    0.0034640  

   4      0.0028240    0.0027693  

   5      0.0021261    0.0020034  

   6      0.0015797    0.0015160  

   7      0.0011808    0.0011238  

   8     0.00088024   0.00084094  

   9     0.00065699   0.00062658  

  10     0.00049009   0.00046777  

  11     0.00036568   0.00034890  

  12     0.00027282   0.00026034  

  13     0.00020355   0.00019423  

  14     0.00015186   0.00014491  

  15     0.00011330   0.00010812  

  16    8.4534e-005  8.0664e-005  

  17    6.3070e-005  6.0182e-005  

  18    4.7055e-005  4.4901e-005  

  19    3.5107e-005  3.3500e-005  

  20    2.6193e-005  2.4994e-005  

 

Responses to a one-standard error shock in d_y 

 

period          d_c          d_y 

 

   1        0.00000    0.0077816  

   2      0.0019949  -0.00073773  

   3     0.00081123    0.0016706  

   4     0.00083508   0.00049255  

   5     0.00054503   0.00062337  

   6     0.00043312   0.00037823  

   7     0.00031416   0.00031167  

   8     0.00023744   0.00022253  

   9     0.00017611   0.00016942  

  10     0.00013175   0.00012525  

  11    9.8175e-005  9.3839e-005  

  12    7.3288e-005  6.9879e-005  

  13    5.4665e-005  5.2181e-005  

  14    4.0790e-005  3.8916e-005  

  15    3.0431e-005  2.9040e-005  

  16    2.2705e-005  2.1665e-005  

  17    1.6939e-005  1.6164e-005  

  18    1.2638e-005  1.2060e-005  

  19    9.4293e-006  8.9977e-006  

  20    7.0351e-006  6.7130e-006  

 

Decomposition of variance for d_c 

 

period     std. error        d_c        d_y 

 



   1       0.00729284   100.0000     0.0000  

   2       0.00903805    95.1284     4.8716  

   3       0.00986147    95.2312     4.7688  

   4        0.0102918    94.9633     5.0367  

   5        0.0105232    94.9141     5.0859  

   6        0.0106499    94.8691     5.1309  

   7        0.0107198    94.8498     5.1502  

   8        0.0107585    94.8381     5.1619  

   9          0.01078    94.8320     5.1680  

  10        0.0107919    94.8285     5.1715  

  11        0.0107986    94.8266     5.1734  

  12        0.0108023    94.8255     5.1745  

  13        0.0108043    94.8249     5.1751  

  14        0.0108055    94.8246     5.1754  

  15        0.0108061    94.8244     5.1756  

  16        0.0108064    94.8243     5.1757  

  17        0.0108066    94.8243     5.1757  

  18        0.0108067    94.8242     5.1758  

 

Decomposition of variance for d_y 

 

period     std. error        d_c        d_y 

 

   1       0.00927704    29.6413    70.3587  

   2         0.010746    47.0909    52.9091  

   3        0.0114134    50.9557    49.0443  

   4        0.0117549    53.5883    46.4117  

   5        0.0119407    54.7487    45.2513  

   6        0.0120425    55.4118    44.5882  

   7        0.0120988    55.7598    44.2402  

   8        0.0121301    55.9536    44.0464  

   9        0.0121474    56.0600    43.9400  

  10        0.0121571    56.1191    43.8809  

  11        0.0121624    56.1518    43.8482  

  12        0.0121654    56.1701    43.8299  

  13        0.0121671    56.1802    43.8198  

  14         0.012168    56.1858    43.8142  

  15        0.0121685    56.1890    43.8110  

  16        0.0121688    56.1907    43.8093  

  17         0.012169    56.1917    43.8083  

  18        0.0121691    56.1922    43.8078  

 

hansl 

open fred 
gnuplot c y --with-lines=c --time-series --output=display 
gnuplot diff(c) diff(y) --with-lines=d_c --time-series --output=display 
 
diff c y 
adf 4 c y --test-down 
adf 4 c y --test-down --difference 



 
ols d_c(0 to -2) const c(-1) 
modtest 1 --autocorr 
ols d_c(0 to -3) const c(-1) 
modtest 1 --autocorr 
ols d_y(0 to -4) const y(-1) 
modtest 1 --autocorr 
 
coint 1 c y 
 
var 4 diff(c) diff(y) --lagselect  
var 1 diff(c) diff(y) --impulse-responses --variance-decomp --nc 


